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No text content! 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 3.8 There are three inputs to this logical circuit, so there will be eight possible binary values that can be entered. To show step by step how the truth table is produced, the logical circuit is divided into three parts and intermediate values are shown as P, Q, and R. Part 1 This is the first part of the logical circuit; The first task is to
find the intermediate values P and Q. Figure 3.9 The P value is located from the AND gateway, where the inputs are A and B. The value of Q is from the NOR gateway, where the inputs are B and C. An intermediate truth table is drawn up using the descriptions of the logic functions in section 3.4. 51Table 3.8 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Part 2 The second part of the logical circuit
has P and Q as inputs and intermediate output, R: Figure 3.10 This gives the following table of indirect truth. (Note: Even if there are only two entrances to the logical gateway, we have generated eight binary values in Part 1 and all of these must be used in this second truth table.) Table 3.9 Output inputs PQ R 01 1 00 0 00 0 00 01 1 00 0 10 5210 1 1 Part 3 The last part of the
logical circuit has R and C as inputs and end output, X: 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZFigure 3.11 This gives you a third intermediate truth table: Table 3.10 RC Output Input x 10 th 1 01 1 00 01 1 1 1 01 1 10 1 11 0 Combining all three intermediate tables of truth together creates the final table of truth that represents the original logical circuit: Table 3.11
53030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASE Intermediate values may be omitted from the final table of truth, but it is good practice to leave them until you become sure of creating truth tables. The final table of truth would be as follows: Table 3.12 Action 3.2 Create truth tables for each of the following logical circuits. It is recommended to divide them into intermediate parts to help eliminate
errors. a 54Figure 3.12030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASE b Figure 3.13 c 55Figure 3.14030SI0R92S0H4A5 9H4BAZ d Figure 3.15 e 56030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASZ Figure 3.16 3.5.2 Example 2 The safety system uses three inputs to the logical circuit. The alarm, X, sounds if input A represents ON and input B represents OFF; or if input B represents ON and input C represents OFF.
Produce a logical circuit and a truth table to show the conditions that cause output X to 1. The first thing to do is write a logic statement that represents the scenario in this example. To do this, it should be recalled that ON = 1 and OFF = 0, as well as that 0 is usually considered not 1. So we get the following logical statement: Figure 3.17 Note: this statement can also be written in
logical algebra as: The logical circuit consists of three parts, as shown in the logic statement. We will 57030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASE logical gateway for the first and third parts. Then connect both parts to the OR gateway. Figure 3.18 Now the connection of both parts to the OR gate gives us: Figure 3.19 truth table: • trace through the logical circuit using the method described in
example 1 (section 3.5.1) • draw up a table of truth using the original logical statement; the latter method has the advantage of allowing you to verify that the logical circuit is correct. In this example, we will use the second method: Table 3.13 58030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ (Note: Optional is to leave intermediate values or delete them by providing a four-column truth table with
headers: A, B, C, X.) Action 3.3 Draw logical circuits and complete truth tables for the following logical statements and logical algebra statements: a X = 1 if (A = 1 OR B = 1) OR (A = 0 I B = 1) b Y = 1 if (A = 0 I B = 0) I (B = 0 OR C = 1) c T = 1 if (switch K is on or switch L is on) OR (switch K is on and switch M is off) OR (switch M is on) d e R = 1 if (switch A is on and switch B is
on) and (switch B is on or switch C is off) 3.5.3 Example 3 Wind turbine has a safety system, which uses three inputs to the logical circuit. A certain combination of conditions causes the X output from the logical circuit to be 1. When X = 1 then the wind turbine is switched off. The following table shows which parameters are monitored and create three inputs to the logical circuit.
Table 3.14 59030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASE X, will be 1 if any of the following combinations occur: • either turbine speed &lt; = 1000 rpm and bearing temperature &gt; 80°C • or turbine speed &gt; 1000 rpm and wind speed &gt; 120 kph • or bearing temperature &lt; = 80 °C and wind speed &gt; 120 kph. Design a logical circuit and complete the truth table to get X = 1 when any of
the three above conditions occur. This is a different kind of problem than those included in Examples 1 and 2. This time, the actual situation is given and it is necessary to convert the information to a logical statement, and then produce a logical circuit and a table of truth. It is advisable in problems as complex as this to produce a logical circuit and a truth table separately (based on
the given conditions), and then check them against each other to see if there are any errors. Step 1 The first thing to do is convert each of the three statements into logical statements. Use the information in the table and the three condition statements to find out how the three parameters, S, T, and W, are combined. We usually look for keywords and, or not when converting actual
statements to logic. We finish with the following three logical instructions: and turbine speed &lt; = 1000 rpm and bearing temperature &gt; 80°C Logic: (S = NOT 1 and T = 1) ii turbine speed &gt; 1000 rpm and wind speed &gt; 120 kph logic: (S = 1 I W = 1) iii bearing temperature &lt; = 80°C and wind speed 120 kph logic: (T = NOT 1 and W = 1) Step 2 It now produces three
intermediate logical circuits: i 60Figure 3.20 ii Figure 3.21 iii Figure 3.22 Each of the three original claims have been linked together by and 60Figure 3.20 ii Figure 3.21 iii Figure 3.22 Each of the three original claims have been joined together by and 60Figure 3.20 ii Figure 3.21 iii Figure 3.22 Each of the three original claims has been joined together by the word OR. Thus, we
need to connect all three intermediate logical circuits through two OR gateways to get the final logical circuit. We will start by connecting (i) and (ii) together using the OR gateway: 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASZ Figure 3.23 61030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Finally, we combine the logical circuit in Figure 3.23 with Figure 3.22 to get the answer: Figure 3.24 The last part is to create a
table of truth. We will do this using the original logic statement. This method has a bonus allowing for additional checking to be performed on the logical circuit in Figure 3.24 to see if it is correct. However, it is possible to produce a truth table straight from the logical circuit in Figure 3.24. There were three parts of the problem, so the truth table will first evaluate each part. Then,
using the OR gates, as shown below, the final value X is obtained: i (S = NO 1 and T = 1) ii (S = 1 I W = 1) iii (T = NOT 1 I W = 1) We find the exits from parts (i) and (ii), and then or these two outputs together to get a new intermediate, which we will mark part (iv). Then parts OR (iii) and (iv) together to get the value of X. Table 3.15 62030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Action 3.4 The
two scenarios are described below. In any case, produce a logical circuit and complete the truth table to represent the scenario. (a) The chemical process is protected by a logical circuit. There are three inputs to the logical circuit representing the key parameters in the chemical process. The alarm, X, gives an output value of 1 depending on certain conditions in the chemical
process. The following table describes the monitored process conditions: Table 3.16 Alarm X will generate a value of 1 if: reaction intensity &lt; 40 mol/l/s or concentration &gt; 4 mol I temperature &gt; 115°C or reaction rate &gt; = 40 mol/l/s and temperature &gt; 115°C b The power plant has a safety system controlled by a logical circuit. The three inputs to the logical circuit
determine whether the output, S, is 1. When S = 1 power plant is exclusive. 63030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ The following table describes the monitored conditions. Table 3.17 Output, S, will generate a value of 1 if: gas temperature &gt; 160°C and water temperature &lt; = 120°C or gas temperature &lt; = 160°C and reactor pressure &gt; 10 bar or water temperature &gt; 120°C
and reactor pressure &gt; 10 bar 3.6 Logical circuits in the real world Anyone who reads this chapter will be aware that designing logical circuits is much more complicated than described. This chapter describes in detail some of the basic theories used in the design of logical circuits. This will give the reader sufficient grounding to cover all existing (I)GCSE and O-level curricula.
Electronics companies need to take into account component cost, ease of production and time constraints when designing and logical circuits. I will mention two two Ways in which electronic companies can view the design of a logical circuit: 1 One method is to use ready-made logical units and build a logical circuit as a number of building blocks. 2 Another method consists in
simplifying the logical circuit as far as possible; this may be necessary when the room is at a premium (e.g. in circuit boards for use in satellites to enable space exploration). 3.6.1 Using building block logic One of the very common building blocks is the NAND gate. It is possible to build any logical gate, and therefore any logical circuit, simply by combining the number of gates
64030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZNAND. For example, AND, OR, and NOT gateways can be built from these gates, as shown below: Gate I: Figure 3.25 Gate OR: Figure 3.26 GATEWAY NOT: Figure 3.27 Action 3.5 When drawing truth tables, they show that the three circuits above can be used to represent gates and, or not. Activity 3.6 a Show how you can build the following
logical circuit using only NAND gateways. Also complete truth tables for both logical circuits to show that they produce identical outputs. 65030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 3.28 b Show how the XOR gate can only be built with NAND gates. c Complete the truth table for the final design to show that it produces the same output as a single XOR gateway. Action 3.7 show by
drawing a table of truth that a single logical gateway has the same function as the following logical circuit consisting only of NAND gateways. Figure 3.29 3.6.2 Simplification of logical circuits The second method is to simplify logical circuits. By reducing the number of components, the production cost may be lower. It can also improve reliability and make it easier to track bugs if
they occur. The following example (Figure 3.30) can be simplified to a single gateway. The user is asked to show how this can be done in action 3.8. 66Figure 3.30 Action 3.8 Show by drawing a table of truth that a single logical gateway has the same function as the logical circuit drawn in Figure 3.30. Action 3.9 Complete the truth table for the following logical circuit, and then
consider what simplified design can replace the entire logical circuit. 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 3.31 67030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ4 Computer Operating Systems and Architecture In this chapter you will learn about: • operating systems • interrupts and buffers • computer architecture and von Neumann computer model • download and execution cycle. 4.1 Introduction All
modern computers have some form of operating system that users usually take for granted. The operating system allows you to communicate with the software and hardware that make up a typical computer system. There are many ways to represent computer architecture, but one of the more common is known as the von Neumann model, which will be fully described in this
chapter. 4.2 Operating System (OS) is essentially software running in the background of a computer system. Manages many basic features shown in Figure 4.1. Of course, not all operating systems do everything shown in the picture, but it gives some idea of the importance and complexity of this software. Without it, most computers would be very unfriendly to the user, and most
users would be almost impossible to work with computers on a daily basis. 68030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 4.1 One of the most common examples of the operating system is known as Windows and is used on many personal computers. Other examples include Linux, Android, UNIX and DOS. Windows is an example of a multitasking operating system for a single user —
that is, only one user can use the computer at a time, but can have multiple applications open at a time. How operating systems work is beyond the scope of this manual. When the computer is first turned on, the initiating programs are loaded into memory from the ROM (read-only). These programs run the check procedure to make sure that the hardware, processor, internal
memory, and BIOS (primary I/O system) are working correctly. If no errors are detected, the operating system will be loaded into memory. It is worth mentioning here that simple devices with built-in microprocessors do not always have an operating system. Household items, such as stoves, microwaves and washing machines, perform only single tasks that are no different. The
input is usually a button press or a selected touch screen option that activates a simple hardware function that does not need an operating system until 69030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZcontrol. Action 4.1 Learn how devices equipped with microprocessors can be controlled and activated using internet devices such as smartphones. 4.3 Interrupts and Buffers Interruption is a signal
sent from the device or from the software to the processor. This causes the processor to temporarily stop what it is doing and service the interrupt. Interrupts can occur when, for example: • the drive is ready to receive more data • an error has occurred, such as a paper jam in the printer • the user pressed a key to interrupt the current process - for example, it could be &lt;CTRL&gt;
&lt;ALT&gt; &lt;BREAK&gt;keys pressed simultaneously • a software error occurred - an example would be if a .exe file could not be found to initiate program execution. When a interrupt signal is received, the processor continues to do what it does, or stops to service the device/program that generated the interrupt. Interrupts allow computers to perform multiple tasks or open
multiple windows at the same time. An example would be downloading a file from the Internet at the same time as listening to music from a computer library. Each time aborted is handled, the status of the current task is saved. This is done using the INTERRUPT HANDLER function and after full service the aborted task is restored and continues from the point
before&lt;/BREAK&gt;&lt;/ALT&gt;&lt;/CTRL&gt; before&lt;/BREAK&gt;&lt;/ALT&gt;&lt;/CTRL&gt; buffers are used in computers as a temporary memory area. They are essential in modern computers because hardware devices run at a much slower speed than a processor. If it weren't for buffers, processors would spend most of their time idle waiting for the hardware device to
finish working. Buffers are essentially populated with a processor or memory unit, and while they are flushed to a hardware device, the processor performs other tasks. Buffers are used, for example, when streaming video from the Internet. This ensures that video playback does not stop to wait for data from the Internet. Buffers and interrupts are often used together to perform
standard computer functions. These features are often taken for granted by users of modern computer systems. Figure 4.2 shows how spoolers and interrupts are used when sending a document to the printer. 70030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 4.2 Action 4.2 Learn how buffers and interrupts are used when sending data to memory, such as DVDs and solid state drives (e.g.
pen drive). 71030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZActivity 4.3 Learn how buffers are used when streaming video or music from the Internet to your computer. Action 4.4 Investigate the many ways in which hardware and software can cause interruption. Are ALL interrupts treated equally, or do some take precedence over others? 4.4 Computer architecture Very early computers were fed
data while the machines were actually running. They were unable to store programs; therefore, they were unable to run without human intervention. Around 1945, John von Neumann developed the idea of a stored software computer, often referred to as the VON NEUMANN architecture concept. His idea was to store programs and data in memory. The data will then move
between the memory unit and the processor. There are many diagrams that show von Neumann's architecture. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show two different ways to represent this computer model. The first diagram is a fairly simple model, while the second diagram goes into more detail. Figure 4.3 shows how the processor and memory unit are connected to each other by connections
known as BUSES. It is a simple representation of von Neumann's architecture. These connections are described in Table 4.1. 72Figure 4.3030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Table 4.1 describes the function of each of the three buses shown in Figure 4.3. Buses essentially carry data around the computer and also send control signals to make sure everything is properly synchronized.
Table 4.1 Bus Description Type The directional address of the signal data/bus contains signals relating to the addresses (see later) of the one-way bus between the processor and memory (signals move only in one direction) the data is sent between the processor, two-way bus memory unit, and input/output devices (data can move in both directions) directions) all activities in the
computer (signals travel in (examples include: read and write functions) only in one direction) 73030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZFigure 4.4 shows a slightly more detailed diagram of von Neumann's architecture. He draws our attention to another new concept in this computer model – the idea of addresses and registers. Addresses indicate where data is stored and registers are
needed to manipulate data on your computer. Figure 4.4 The address is where the data can be found in the computer's memory. Each address in memory is unique. Addresses are not actually displayed in Figure 4.4, but are contained in the part of the memory unit marked with the diagram. The actual address function is discussed in section 4.4.1. The diagram shows multiple
entries known as registers: MAR, MDR, ALU, PC, and CIR. They are a little more complex and their function will be fully described on the following pages. But basically the registry is just a quick storage area in your computer. All data must be represented in the registry before it can be processed. For example, if you want to add two numbers, both numbers must be stored in
registers, and the result of the addition must also be stored in the registry. Action 4.5 Develop a summary table that shows how buses, registers and addresses are interconnected. This can be done by doing an exercise on your desk: • Use a sheet of A0 paper (flipchart size) and draw a large outline of the main 74FIVE components shown in Figure 4.4. • Cut out colored arrows
from cardboard to show the buses and put on the diagram you just drew; data and control buses will be easy to install. • However, you will need to do some thinking to decide how the bus address fits into the diagram. • Cut out five registers from cardboard and place them on a large outline of A0. • Place an example of some memory addresses and their contents above the
memory unit. • Cut out about 8-bit binary numbers representing your addresses and content. • Finally, by moving data around, you should be able to see how buses, addresses and records all interconnection; when reading chapters 4.4.1 to 4.4.4, you get additional help doing this exercise on your desk. • Try to figure out how simple operations, such as adding, can be done with
exercises on your desk. 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ 4.4.1 Memory Unit A computer memory unit consists of multiple partitions. Each partition consists of an address and its contents. The example shown here uses 8 bits for each address and 8 bits for the content. In real computer memory, the address and its contents are actually much larger than this. The address will uniquely
identify each location in memory and the content will be binary. Table 4.2 Content 0111 0010 Address 0101 1011 1111 0000 1101 1101 1111 0001 011 1011 1111 0010 1111 00 11 1111 1100 1110 1010 1111 1101 1001 0101 1111 1000 0010 751111 1111 0101 0101 0101 0101 4.4 showed five examples of registers. Their function will be described later, but for now the
abbreviations mean: • MAR memory address register • MDR memory data register • ALU arithmetic and logical unit • PC program counter • CIR instruction register. Let's now consider how the two registers (MAR and MDR) shown in the memory unit are used. Consider the READ operation. We will use the memory section shown in Table 4.2. Suppose you want to read the
contents of memory location 1111 0001; two registers are used as follows: • Location address 1111 0001 to read from is first written to MAR (memory address register): 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 4.5 • The reading signal is sent to the computer memory via the control bus. • The contents of memory location 1111 0001 are then entered into the MDR (memory data
register): (Look in Table 4.2 to confirm this.) Figure 4.6 Now consider the WRITE operation. Again, we will use the memory section shown in Table 4.2. Let's say this time we want to show how 1001 0101 was stored in memory location 1111 1101. • The data to be stored is first stored in the MDR data register (memory data register): Figure 4.7 76030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ• This
data must be stored in the memory location at 1111 1101; so this address is now saved in MAR: Figure 4.8 • Finally, the write signal is sent to the computer's memory via the control bus and this value will then be stored in the appropriate memory location. (Re-confirm this by looking at Table 4.2.) Activity 4.6 Use the model created in action 4.5 to show how two operations, read
and write, are performed in the von Neumann architecture. 4.4.2 Processor Processor contains arithmetic and logical unit (ALU). ALU allows arithmetic operations (e.g. addition, de-reassance, etc.) and logic (e.g. How to use it are explained in section 4.5. 4.4.3 Control unit The control unit controls the operation of memory, processor and input/output devices. It contains an up-to-
date instruction register (CIR) and a program counter (PC). Cir contains the current statement during processing. The computer contains the address of the next statement to execute. Basically, the control unit reads the statement from memory (the address of the location where the statement can be found is stored in the program counter (PC)). This statement is then interpreted.
During this process, signals are generated along the control bus to tell other components in the computer what to do. How all this fits into the other elements of the von Neumann model is discussed in section 4.5. 4.4.4 Input and output devices Input and output devices are discussed in Chapter 5 and are the main method of entering and obtaining data into and obtaining data from
computer systems. Input devices transform external data into a form in which computer can understand and then process (e.g. keyboards, touch screens, and The output devices show the results of computer processing in a humanly understandable form (e.g. printers, monitors and speakers). 77030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZHow all these five registers are used by a typical
computer system can be found in section 4.5 – download and execution cycle. Again, other manuals and websites will have different ways of showing how this cycle works. It is important to get a good general understanding of how the cycle works. 4.5 Download and execution cycle To execute a set of instructions, the processor primarily retrieves some data and instructions from
memory and stores them in the appropriate registers. This process uses both the address bus and the data bus. When you do this, each statement must be decoded before it is finally executed. All this is known as FETCH-EXECUTE CYCLE and is the last part of this puzzle. Download In the download and execution cycle, the next statement is retrieved from the memory address
currently stored in the program counter (PC) and is then stored in the current statement register (CIR). The computer is then incremented (incremented by 1) so that the next instruction can be processed. This is then decoded so that each statement can be interpreted in the next part of the cycle. Perform processor passes decoded instructions as a set of control signals to the
appropriate components on the computer system. This allows each statement to be executed in its logical order. Figure 4.9 shows how the download and execution cycle takes place in von Neumann's computer model. As with most aspects of IT, there will be slight differences in this diagram if other manuals or websites are consulted. The main goal is to end up with a clear
understanding of how this cycle works. 78030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 4.9 Figure 4.9 shows the actual steps that take place during the download and execution cycle, showing how each of the registers and bus is used in the process (the first five fields are part of the download cycle, and the last field is part of the cycle execution). Action 4.7 • Try an exercise on your desk
to follow a series of instructions using a pull and run cycle. Perform the tests and decide on four or five operations (add, remove, etc.) and enter 8-bit binary codes. Then create a memory map as shown in Activity 4.5. • After doing this, use the five registers created in action 4.5 and the new 8-bit binary values to accurately trace what is happening, like instructions
79030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZARe downloaded and executed in the computer model. 80030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ5 Input and output devices In this chapter you will learn about: • input devices • input applications • output devices • use of output devices. 5.1 Introduction Computer systems would be of little use without input or output method. This chapter describes how many
input and output devices work. It has also taken into account the many applications that use these Input devices covered by the range of attention include: • scanners • barcode readers/scanners • quick reaction code readers (QR) • digital cameras • keyboards • pointing devices (such as mice) • microphones • touch screens • sensors • interactive whiteboards. The output devices
included are: • inkjet printers • laser printers • 3D printers • 2D/3D cutters • actuators • speakers • LCD/LED monitors • projectors (LCD and DLP). 5.2 Input devices 5.2.1 Scanners are two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D). 81030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZDas-dimensional scanners These scanners are the most common form and are typically used for entering paper
documents. The image is converted to an electronic form that can be stored on your computer. There are several steps to scanning a document: Figure 5.1 Computers equipped with OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION (OCR) software allow you to convert scanned text from a document to a text file format. This means that you can now edit and manipulate the scanned image
by importing it into a text editor. If the original document was a photograph or image, the scanned image creates an image file, such as a JPEG (see Section 6.2.3). 82030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZThar three dimensional scanners 3D scanners scan solid objects and create a three-dimensional image. Because solid bodies have x, y, and z coordinates, these scanners represent
several points along these three coordinates. A digital image is created that represents a solid body. Scanned images can be used in computer-aided (CAD) design or, most recently, sent to a 3D printer (see section 5.3.3) to produce a working model of the scanned image. There are many technologies used in 3D scanners - lasers, magnetic resonance imaging, white light and so
on. It is beyond the scope of this book to look at those in any depth; however, the second application that follows describes the technology behind one form of 3D scanning. The use of 2D scanners at the airport 2D scanners are used at airports to read passports. They use OCR technology to create digital images that represent passport pages. With OCR technology, these digital
images can be manipulated in many ways. For example, OCR software is able to review these images, select a text part, and then automatically place the text in the correct fields of an existing database. It is possible that the text will be stored in ASCII format (see chapter 1) – it all depends on how the data is to be used. At many airports, a two-dimensional photo in the passport is
also scanned and stored as a jpeg image. The passenger's face is also photographed with a digital camera (a 2D photo is taken so that it can be matched to the image taken from the passport). Two digital images are compared using facial recognition/face detection software. Key face are compared. 83Figure 5.2 Face in Figure 5.2 shows several positions used by facial
recognition Each item is checked when the software tries to compare two facial images. Data such as: • distance between eyes • nasal width • shape of cheekbones • jawline length • eyebrow shape are used to identify a particular face. When you compare a passport image and a camera image, these key positions on your face determine whether both images represent the same
face. 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASZ Use 3D scanning – tomographic computational scanners (CT) tomographically computational scanners (CT) are used to create a 3D image of a fixed object. This is based on TOMOGRAPHY technology, which basically builds a solid object image through a series of very thin slices. Together, these 2D slices represent a solid 3D object. Each
slice is built using X-rays, radio frequencies or gamma imaging; although there are many other methods. Each slice is then saved as a digital image in the computer's memory. The entire solid body is digitally represented in the computer memory. Depending on how you create the image, the topographic scanner type may have different names. For example: • X-ray CT scan
COMPUTED tomography • MRI radio frequency resonance imaging • GAMMA SPECT single photon COMPUTED tomography. Figure 5.3 provides a simple example of how tomography work. 84030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 5.3 5.2.2 Barcode Readers/Scanners Barcode Barcode Barcode Is a series of dark and light parallel lines of different thicknesses. Numbers 0 through
9 are represented by a unique series of rows. There are different barcode methods to represent these digits. In the example in which we lend, we accept different codes for digits appearing on the left and for digits appearing on the right (known as UPC (Universal Product Code) version A). The actual left and right sides of the bar code are separated by protective bars. The
structure of these protection bars is shown in Figure 5.4. Figure 5.5 is an example of a bar code representing the left and right side and three sets of protective bars. Each digit is represented by bars 1 to 4 blocks thick, as shown in Figure 5.6. Figure 5.4 85Figure 5.5 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 5.6 Bar code representing the number 5 4 3 0 5 2 will therefore be as shown in
Figure 5.7. Figure 5.7 86Nach digit consists of two dark lines and two light lines. Because the width representing each digit is the same, the scan speed is not important. The numbers on the left have an odd number of dark elements and always start with a light bar; the numbers on the right have an even number of dark elements and always start with a dark bar. This layout
allows you to scan the barcode in any direction. Action 5.1 (a) Using data on the 5.6, design barcodes for: i 9 0 0 3 4 0 (three digits on the left; three digits on the right) ii 1 2 5 7 6 6 4 8 (four digits on the left) iii 0 5 8 8 9 0 2 9 1 (five digits on the left; five digits on the right). b Look at some barcodes on different products and see how much fits the above system; for those who do not,
try making a table similar to that in Figure 5.6 to display the barcode for each digit. So what happens when a barcode is scanned? • The barcode is first read by a red or red LED (light-emitting diode). • Light reflects back from the barcode; dark areas reflect little or no light that allows the bars to be read. • Reflected light is read by sensors (photoelectric cells). • When a laser or LED
light is scanned by a barcode, a pattern is generated that is converted into digital data, allowing the computer to understand the barcode. • For example, the number 3 on the left generates the formula L D D D D D L D (where L = light and D = dark); has a binary equivalent of 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 (where L = 0 and D = 1). Barcode readers are most common at checkouts in supermarkets.
There are several other input and output devices at the checkout: 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASZ Table 5.1 Input/Output How is the keyboard key device used in the number of the same items purchased; to the wrench in the balance; to enter a number under the barcode if it cannot be read by the barcode reader/screen/scanner monitor to show the cost of the item and another
information speaker so that the sound sounds every time the barcode is read correctly; but also to make another sound, if there is an error when reading the barcode 87printer print receipt / itemised list to read customer credit / debit card magnetic strip reader to select items touching the icon (such as fresh fruit that can be sold in bulk without packaging) touch screen
030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASESo barcode has been read, then what happens? • The barcode number is searched in the stock database (the barcode is known as KEY FIELD in the stock item record); this key field uniquely identifies each inventory item. • When a bar code number is found, the inventory item record is found. • Price and other inventory details are sent back to the
cashier (or terminal point of sale (POS)). • The number of items in the record is reduced by one each time the bar code is read. • This new inventory value is saved back to the stock item record. • The number of items is compared with the re-order level; If it is less than or equal to this value, more inventory is ordered automatically. • When you generate an order for more inventory,
the flag is added to the record to stop re-ordering each time the action item bar code is read. • When new inventory appears, inventory levels are updated in the Data. The advantages of using barcodes to manage include: • much easier and faster to change prices on stock items • much better, more up-to-date sales information/sales trends • no need to price each item of stock on
the shelves (this reduces time and costs to manage) • allows automatic inventory control • • to make it easier to check customers' shopping habits by combining barcodes with, for example, customer loyalty cards. The advantages of using barcodes for customers are: • faster queues at the checkout (employees do not have to remember/search for item prices) • errors in charging
customers are reduced • the customer receives a detailed bill • savings can be transferred to the customer • better selling path by date, so food should be fresher. The barcode system is used in many other areas. For example, it can be used in libraries where bar codes are used in books and on borrower's library tabs. Every time a book is taken out, the borrower is automatically
connected to the book. For example, you can automatically check when a book is to be returned. 88030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZActivity 5.2 Learn more about how barcodes can be used in a library. Consider what types of files you need and how the system can track where books are in the library, which books are currently on loan, which customer borrowed the book, and so on.
Action 5.3 Conduct some research and learn about as many different barcode applications as possible. Try to find out why barcodes are used in each application and determine the advantage of using this type of technology. 5.2.3 Quick Response Codes (QR) Another type of barcode is QUICK RESPONSE (QR). It consists of a matrix filled with dark squares on a bright
background. For example, the QR code in Figure 5.8 contains the message: Computer Science Handbook - CIE Curriculum. In comparison, normal barcodes (as described in 5.2.2) may contain up to 30 digits; QR codes can hold more than 7000 digits. This, of course, gives you more room to store information. Figure 5.8 With modern smartphones that allow internet access on the
go, QR codes can be scanned anywhere. This allows you to advertise products on trains, buses, shopping malls and many other places. Using the built-in camera on modern phones and downloading the corresponding application (or application), you can read the QR code. The code may contain a link to a website or some form of advertising (e.g. special offers for pizzas). For
example, the QR code in Figure 5.9 contains a phone number and an ad for free pizzas if I order today. After scanning the QR code, a phone number and ad will appear on the mobile phone screen. The advantages of QR codes are: 89030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZFigure 5.9 • no need to save or key in the website address; QR code scanning does this automatically • QR codes
can store web addresses/URLs that appear in magazines, trains, buses and even business cards, giving you a very effective advertising method. 5.2.4 Digital cameras Digital cameras have essentially replaced the more traditional who used the video to record photos. The video needed to be developed and then printed before the photographer could see the outcome of their
work. This made these cameras because unwanted photos could not be deleted. Modern digital cameras simply connect to your computer system via USB or Bluetooth (which allows wireless transfer of photo files). Figure 5.10 Digital camera These cameras are controlled by a microprocessor that can automatically perform the following tasks: • adjust shutter speed • automatically
focus the image • automatically operate the flash • adjust the aeration size • adjust the image size • remove the red eye when the flash has been used 90030SI0R92S0H4A59H4bad so on. A photo is captured when light passes through the lens into a light-sensitive cell. This cell consists of tiny elements known as pixels. The number of pixels determines the size of the file used to
store the photo (for example, a 14-megapixel camera will need 42 megabytes to store each raw (uncompressed) photo). By reducing the resolution to, for example, a jpeg image, the storage requirement is reduced to 4 megabytes (see section 6.2.3). The quality of photography also depends on many other factors, such as: • type of lens used • lighting and so on. Mobile phones
caught up with digital cameras in terms of number of pixels. The disadvantage is usually poor lens quality and limited memory for storing photos. But that could all change in the next few years. 5.2.5 Keyboards Keyboards are by far the most common method used for data entry. They are used as an input device on computers, tablets, mobile phones and many other electronic
components. The keyboard is connected to your computer using a USB connection or a wireless connection. For tablets and mobile phones, the keyboard is often virtual or a kind of touchscreen technology. Figure 5.11 Keyboard As explained in Chapter 1, each character on the keyboard has an ASCII value. Each character you press is converted to a digital signal that your
computer interprets. Keyboards are a relatively slow way to enter data and are also prone to errors. But they are probably still the easiest way to enter text into your computer. However, frequent use of these devices can lead to injuries such as repeated damage to strain 91030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ(RSI) in the hands and wrists. Ergonomic keyboards can help overcome this
problem - these keys are arranged differently, as shown in Figure 5.12. They are also designed to give more support to your wrists and hands while doing a lot of typing. Figure 5.12 Ergonomics 5.2.6 App selection devices often require the user to click an icon. The icon is usually selected using a pointing device (such as a MOUSE or TRACKERBALL) or a touch screen. The
mouse is probably still pointing device and comes in various forms: • a more traditional type with mechanical ball system; connected to the computer via USB port • a more modern type that uses red LEDs to detect x-y direction; these are types of optical mice • mice that use one of the above types of technology but use a wireless connection to a computer. Figure 5.13 Trackerball
Whatever type of mouse is used will require space on your desk to allow movement. They often require mouse mats because some surfaces, such as paper, prevent the machine from working properly. Depending on the type of computer, the mouse has one or two buttons for selection and other functions. Many mouse patterns have a scroll wheel to allow you to move up and



down the screen quickly. 92Sballs are seen more often in an industrial environment – such as a control room. Because they don't have to move, trackerball doesn't need desk space or a special surface. The operator is also less likely to suffer injuries such as RSI. The ball at the top of the trackerball is moved to control the cursor on the screen. As with the mouse, the buttons are
used to select icons and perform other functions. Most laptops have a built-in TOUCH PAD. It includes a touch sensor that allows the user to control the cursor by simply swiping across the pad surface. The buttons on the left and right sides of the pad work in the same way as the mouse buttons. However, simply touching the surface acts as a quick selection method on multiple
touchpads. 5.2.7 Microphones Microphones are used to input sound into the computer. For example: • voice over performance in a presentation • part of a speech recognition system • part of a voice recognition system • enabling a disabled person to communicate with a computer. Microphones are built into your computer or are external devices connected via USB or wireless.
030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASZ Figure 5.14 Microphone 93030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASEWów, when the microphone receives sound, membrane vibrators produce an electrical signal. This signal goes to the sound card and is converted to digital values and stored on your computer. If the microphone is used in a voice recognition system, the user's voice is detected and then
converted to digital. A few spoken words create a digital wave pattern. The software compares this wave pattern with wave patterns stored in memory to see if they match. If they fit, the person has been correctly identified. You can only use certain words because the system is designed to recognize only a few key phrases (e.g. you may be asked to provide your name). This
technology can be used in security systems. SPEECH RECOGNITION is a different and more complex technology. This reuses the microphone to enter the words spoken by the user. But this time the software does not try to recognize the speaker. Spoken words are recognized and displayed on the screen, entered into a text editor, or used another application. The basic
differences in voice recognition are described below. 1 Suppose a person says the word HUT; the sound card on your computer will convert the digital sound wave: Figure 5.15 2 The software downloads the digital image (shown in Figure 5.15) and divides it into phonemes (these are the smallest elements that make up the language); in this case H UH T. 3 These phonemes are
compared with the words in the built-in dictionary: Figure 5.16 4 The WORD HUT will then be suggested by the software in any application. 5 This is obviously a very simple example, and the whole concept of speech 94030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZrecognition is very complex. In an attempt to recognize which words are spoken, the software must take into account different dialects,
different accents, and so on. To indicate how difficult it is, consider the following well-known example: Two phrases: recognize speech and sow a nice beach, if it is said quickly, are almost identical. Using phonemes, they become: r eh k ao g n ay z / s p iy ch i r eh k / ay / n ay s / b iy ch One way is to train a computer to understand the cross-section of people; but some problems
are difficult to solve. People have problems with dialects and accents; so it should come as no surprise that we continue to challenge software developers of speech recognition systems. Action 5.4 Describe how speech recognition can be used: teaching language skills to people who have learning difficulties b teaches a person to speak words in a foreign language. Both voice
recognition and speech recognition can be used in various other applications. For example, voice recognition is used in cars to allow the driver to speak commands: make warmer, switch on GPS or open window. Keywords must be used to compare voice patterns with a limited dictionary of words already written. These systems are becoming more sophisticated, so that normal
speech in the car does not cause unwanted reaction of the computer. Newer systems can also be configured to respond only to commands from the driver. Action 5.5 Consider the pros and cons of using voice recognition in your car. Is it safer? For example, it can allow the driver to reply to an email while driving, etc. Try to expand this argument and draw the correct conclusion
from your findings. 5.2.8 Touch screens Touch screens are now a very common form of input device. They allow a simple touch to launch the app or perform many functions of pointing devices, such as a mouse. One of the main uses of touch screen technology is in mobile phones. Currently, there are three main types of touch technologies used on mobile phone screens: •
capacitive 95• infrared • resistive. We will consider how each of these technologies works and what are their main advantages and disadvantages. 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BASE Figure 5.17 96030S0IR92S0H4A5H94BAZFigure 5.18 97030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Figure 5.19 5.2.9 Sensors Sensors THIS device, that read or measure physical properties. be temperature, pressure,
acidity of acidity so on. Real data is ANALOGic – it means that they are constantly changing and have no discrete value. Analogue data usually requires some form of interpretation; for example, measuring the temperature on a mercury thermometer requires the user to look at the mercury height in order to reach the temperature. The temperature can therefore have an infinite
number of values depending on the precision of the mercury height measurement. The equally analog surface of the clock requires the user to look at the hands at the 98mieja clock. The area swept away by the hands allows you to interpret the number of hours and minutes. There are many other examples. However, computers cannot make any sense of these physical
quantities and the data must be converted to a digital format. This is usually achieved with an analog digital converter (ADC). This device converts physical values to discrete digital values. 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZFigure 5.20 When you are using a computer to control devices such as a motor or valve, you must use a digital analog converter (DAC) because these devices need
analog data to operate in many cases. Actuator is often used in these control applications. Although these are technically output devices, they are listed here because they are an integral part of the control system. An actuator is an electromechanical device such as a relay, electromagnet or motor. Note that the electromagnet is an example of a digital actuator; part of the device
is connected to a computer that opens and closes the circuit as required. Once connected, the electromagnet can operate the piston or fittings for control, such as a fuel injection system. Other actuators, such as motors and valves, may require a DAC to receive electrical current rather than a simple digital signal directly from the computer. Table 5.2 presents a number of common
sensors and examples of applications using named sensors. Table 5.2 Application temperature sensor • central heating system control • chemical process control/monitoring • control/monitoring of temperature in greenhouse moisture/humidity • control/monitoring of soil moisture levels in greenhouses • control/monitoring of greenhouse air humidity levels • monitoring of humidity
levels in industrial applications (e.g. monitor the humidity in the paint booth at the car factory) 99light • turn on the street lighting at night and turn off during the day • monitor/control the light level in the infrared/motion greenhouse • automatically turn on the car's headlights when it gets pressurized dark acoustic/sound gas (eg. O2 or • turn on the windscreen wipers in the car
automatically CO2) • detect intruders in the pH burglar alarm system • count people entering/leaving the magnetic field of the building • detect intruders in the burglary alarm system • weigh things (eg. vehicle weight) • monitor/control the process by which gas pressure is important • raise the noise level (e.g. A A alarm system • detection of liquid noise drips in the pipe • monitoring
of pollution levels in the river or in the air • measurement of O2 and CO2 levels in the greenhouse • checking for CO2 leaks in the power plant • monitoring/control of acidity/alkaliness in the soil in the greenhouse • monitoring of pollution/environment in rivers • any application, where magnetic field changes are required (e.g. mobile phones, CD players, etc.) • used in anti-lock
systems in motor vehicles 030SI0R92S0H4A59H4BAZ Sensors are used in both monitoring and control systems. There is a subtle difference between how these two methods work: 100,100
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